
ZACHARIAS CLINCHES EVANS MILLS RACEWAY IN CLOSING LAPS 

 

On Saturday June 24th the New York Super Stocks traveled to Evans Mills Raceway for their 50 lap Ken 

Tibbles Roofing spectacular show.   Despite the high cost of traveling a stout field of cars came prepared 

to race on a steamy Saturday afternoon.  Ken Tibbles Roofing and SignWorks Fleet Graphics both 

sponsored positions for this event which bumped the teams final pay out at the end of the night.  The 

series and its drivers were very grateful for the additional payout.   

The field would see two 8 lap qualifying events being picked up by the 71 of Garrett Zacharias of Candor 

and the 48x of Jake Christman from Pennsylvania.  The top 6 would redraw following the heats putting 

Christman on the pole and the bad banana number 5 of Jacob Gustafson on the outside pole.  Zacharais 

would pull the third starting spot.  The iconic paint scheme Big Time Service number 46 of Cole hicks had 

a strong run in the heats with a second place finish which gave him the 3 draw for the feature starting him 

fourth.  Flyin Brian Hallett and the 09 Julicher tribute car piloted by Josh Hunter would pull the remaining 

two redraw positions.    

The fans were saluted with the newly traditional 3 wide wave lap before sending the cars green.  At the 

drop of the green flag the 48X of Christman would jump to the front followed by 71 of Zacharias and 5 of 

Gustafson.  The 09 of Hunter dropped back to 11th on the initial start leaving his work cut out for himself.  

The first caution of the night flew on lap 8 when a gear failure in the 13H of Brandon Oltra led to the 

driveshaft shearing off and sending the car off turns 3 followed by a shower of sparks and a trail of flames.  

Brandon was able to get out of the car safely and track EMT and Fire teams quickly extinguished the flames 

and attended to Oltra.  The front row of Christman and Zacharias would realign with the 36 of Hallett 

already picking up two positions to third.  The restart would see Zacharias battling on the outside for 

multiple laps before dropping back to second and looking for an opening by the 48x.  Two single car spins 

would bring quick cautions on lap 22 and 24 tightening the field once again.  On the restart Zacharias 

would stay on the outside of Christman for 6 laps before dropping in line at lap 30 to cool his tires before 

the next charge.  During all this action up front there were multiple tight battles throughout the field 

showing the 51 of Barrett Schenk slowing moving up through the field with the 09 tribute car following 

him.   A quick caution at lap 32 between the 93 of Andy Cocilova and 77 of Robert Newman  would once 

again set up a challenge for the Christman the leader and Zacharias.  The two would battle side by side 

for two laps before Zacharias used a crossover move to get under Christman coming of turn 3 on lap 34 

which he would lead by inches.  Flyin Brian Hallett Schenk and Gustafson would all be lurking waiting for 

a mistake by the leaders.  By lap 36 the 71 would have the lead of Christman.  The closing laps of the race 

would see hard fought battles by Jason Duke Sr in the 13 car with the 09 and 46 of Cole Hicks looking for  

positions in the top 5.  With two laps remaining a heavy trail of smoke started emerging from the leader 

of Zacharias, the fans would watch as Christman  started closing the gap to Zacharias as he exited turn 4 

for the checkered flag.  Victory lane was left with a puddle of oil from the expired motor of the 71.  

Zacharias stated in victory lane the motor held on for the last corner but it surely didn’t have another lap 

in it. 

The series once again thanks Ken Tibbles Roofing of Watertown and Signworks Fleet Graphics of Candor 

for their support.  The Series summer vacation break will give the teams a chance to take a break and 

enjoy some family time over the 4th of july before its next race at Lancaster Motorplex on Saturday July 

23rd.  Stay up to date with the series via facebook or the website at NYSSracing.com  



OFFICIAL FINISH:  71 Zacharias, 48x Christman, 36 Hallett, 51 Schenk, 5 Gustafson, 09 Hunter, 46 Hicks, 13 

Duke Sr, 33 Bailey, 93 Cocilova, 99 Faro, 18 Duke Jr, 77 Newman, 13H Oltra, 41 Gardner 

Heats: 71 Zacharias, 48x Christman  

 


